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STORY ONE
THE DARK SIDE

My name is Vijay Sen, I live in a small village
located in India.I love to write and read books,I am a
established writer and recently published my book
"Secret" and I get lots of good reviews.To be a
village boy it's very difficult to be a writer.I suffered

from great difficulties to achieve this level.Today my
books are the best selling books in Indian book
market and after I get this type of good review I
decided to write about my life story how I become a
writer and what are the difficulties that I suffered to
achieve this level.
I was born in a village named Mahapur in 4th of
May 1982.My Mom is Beni sen and my father is
Bikas Sen.My mother is a housewife
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and my father was a lawer.Recently he retired from
that post.In my childhood I was very shy and
different from others.I liked to spend my time to read
Nature.From the childhood I wanted to became a
famous writer and I was inspired by our many of
bengal writer like Satyajit ray,
Saratchandra,Bankimchandra,Rabindranath
Tagore.But my dream became my addiction and soon
it became my tragedy

I always tried to keep myself in studies but always I
failed.I don't know what type of pleasure I get from
writing but that pleasure make me mad.
I write stories in my different way that I call
DSEU(Determine,Search,Engage and Use) way.At
first I decide the plot of the story then I searched
about it from internet and then I
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collect data about the plot then at last I use those data
in my story. You can say it's my mulmantra.
I started to write stories after my 10th examination.I
got success my 10th examination with a great
marks.In our country 10th and 12th examination are
very important to set our life you can say the result
decide our future and what we will do in our
future.After 10th examination I got a 3months
holyday.In that holiday I started to read stories of
many of our renowned bengal writers.As I said from
my childhood I like their stores and wanted to
become like one of them so it made a great
impression on that holiday and I decided to write
stores and from that time it all begins.

The stores of mine in that time were very
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good.One day I decided to Show my story to my
father and after I told the story to my father he was
very happy and very tensed after some time he said to
me "Son you have a great writing skill but you have
to study and become a engineer.after that day I
became very discourage.But I did't stop writing
stories I wrote new stories.But as a result for all of
this I failed to do well in HS examination.And any of
our engineer or doctor college did'nt gave me
admission.My father was furious to me at that time
and he also became very upset to me because There
was no option for me to became a engineer or
doctor .But I did'nt upset and write more stories.After
completing my graduation in Bengali I published my
book online and it got famous.My first story was
"Alone".But my dad was not happy he was very
upset.From
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that time I got success in my hand .I was very happy
for my success and very sad for my dad. I reached a
level in my writing carer I started to think was I made

the right decision to take the writing as my carer?Is it
my right decision? I asked it to my soul. And I got
the answer "Yes".Because if I took the engineering or
something as s life career then I did'nt do the job
from my soul.So it was a great decision but what
about my father he was very upset at me!Sometimes
life give us two choices and we know what we want
to take but always there is a dark side.
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STORE TWO
THE BOY OF OUE VILLAGE

My name is Arun Roy and I live in Mahapur the
place of haven.Mahapur is the most beautiful place I
ever seen.The creation of nature is unbelievable
everything in Mahapur is a example of fine and
perfect creation but something is make this haven
worst than hell.I mean some peple.They called them
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